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different, and modern apparatus—radio, screen, gramophone
and the like—affords the possibility of an enormous economy
of teaching ability. One skilful teacher or demonstrator can
teach from pole to pole, just as Toscanini can conduct Brahms
for all the world to hear, and at the same time go on record
for our children's children. All this " canned teaching " will
provoke Mr Chamble Pewter's rich sense of humour. I
doubt if that will deter those angry rebels who have got their
hands upon the levers, and are determined to let the children
see and hear and know and hope. Not in any mood of love
or that sort of thing, but because they hate the pomp and
glories of incapable authority.
And hard upon the revolt in teaching and the sweeping-
away of the irritating private localised and nationalised
controls of universal interests, may come the establishment
of a great framework of ordered and recorded knowledge
throughout the world. At present such encyclopaedias as
our world possesses are in the hands of unscrupulous salesmen,
they are a century and a half antiquated and blinkered in
outlook, but the facilities afforded by microphotography,
modern methods of multiplication, modern methods of docu-
mentation, open up the clear possibility of putting all the
knowledge in the world, brought right up to date, within easy
reach of every man everywhere on earth, within a" couple of
days. That is no fantastic dream ; it is a plain and calcul-
able enterprise now to throw that net of living consciousness
over all our planet. (Here in the most untimely fashion
Edward Albert Tewler intervenes with raucous .screams of
" Bawls ! I tell you. Bawls.") Once the new plant has
struck root it will be very difficult to be#t it down again* It
will give far more satisfaction to the elementary needs of Homo
Tewler than the old stuff, which was not only inadequate and
frustrating but humiliating. It will be like horse-radish, which
grows again from any torn shred wherever it hasoncebeengrown.
It may be that we want a new word for a system of know-
ledge-distribution that alms only to inform and put everything
that is known within the reach of every individual man, Mr
H. D. Jennings White would sweep away the word ** educa-

